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SUBJECT: UEDA PARKWAY PROJECT - CLOSURE OF EAST LEVEE ROAD
LOCATION AND COUNCIL DISTRICT:
The proposed closure of East Levee Road is approximately 65 feet south of Elkhorn
Boulevard in Council District 1 (see Attachment Amap).
RECOMMENDATION:_
This report recommends that City Council adopt the attached resolutions:
Approving the closure of EastLevee Road at Elkhorn Boulevard as a component
•
of the Ueda-Parkway Project•
Authorizing the City Manager to enter into an agreement with .Sacramento Area
Flood Control, Agency (SAFCA) for reimbursement-of closure costs.
Approving the Addendum to the Negative Declaration for the Ueda Parkway'
•
Project.
CONTACT PERSONS:

Marty Hanneman, City Traffic Engineer, 264-5307
Patrick Sanger, Parks Manager, 264-8234

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF:

May 15, 2001

SUMMARY:
The Ueda Parkway is a multi-modal transportation and recreation project, that brings
together an alternative transportation corridor along the top of the western levee of
Steelhead Creek and recreation trails along portions of Arcade Creek, Robla Creek, and
the eastern levee of Steelhead Creek. The Ueda Parkway Project provides an
alternative bicycle and pedestrian commute route into Downtown Sacramento from
North Sacramento and the developing North and South Natomas areas. A component
of the project includes the closure of East Levee Road to facilitate the bicycle and
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pedestrian trails. The recommended council action will approve and provide funding for
the closure of East Levee Road at Elkhorn Boulevard.COMMITTEE/COMMISSION ACTION:
The East Levee road closure was presented to the Natomas and Rio Linda Community
Planning Advisory Committees (CPAC) on November 9, 2000. 'The Rio Linda CPAC
expressed concerns about traffic and the belief that Natomas Boulevard would not be
as convenient. They were concerned that there would be more traffic on. local' streets
as people tried to find more convenient alternatives. The Natomas CPAC had similar
concerns, but also expressed support for the development of the Ueda Parkway.
The SAFCA board is scheduled to approve the cost sharing. agreement for the road
closure at its monthly meeting scheduled for May,17, 2001. Reclamation District 1000(RD1000) is expected to approve the city's request for a reclamation permit for-the
closure pending city- council approval of the Addendum to the Negative Declaration. for
the Ueda Parkway Project:
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The Ueda Parkway Project formally arose out of the 1991 Army Corps of Engineers
American River Watershed Investigation. This regional flood control project called for
construction of recreational trails in association with the levees and flood way in the
North Natomas area. The Ueda parkway has evolved from this original plan to include
a variety of bicycle, pedestrian and equestrian trails along portions of Steelhead Creek;
The Parkway, vision includes a
Robla Creek and Arcade Creek levees.
bicycle/pedestrian trail along the top of Steelhead Creek west levee on what is now East
Levee Road: The closure-of East Levee Road is intended to facilitate this multi-use trail
by reducing the amount of vehicular traffic.and create a safer corridor for recreational
users.
The proposed closure of East Levee''-Road. at Elkhorn is actually in the County of
Sacramento, however the County does not own this right-of-way. East Levee Road was
constructed, and is still owned by RD1000. In order to close the road, approval by, -and
a permit from the State Board of Reclamation is needed. Coordination for the closure
has been done with the cooperation of RD1000, SAFCA, the County of Sacramento, the
American River Fire Department and City police and fire.
Traffic Calming Proiect
The Valley View Acres/Valema, Farms neighborhood has been a participant in the
Neighborhood Traffic Management Program (NTMP).since 1997. As part of the Phase 'l
traffic calming plan, stop signs, speed limit signs, delineators and striping were installed.
However, results from resident surveys and data collected indicated that there was
continued speeding on Sorento Road which has a posted speed limit of 35 mph. There
are approximately 30 homes that front Sorento Road and East Levee Road north of
Sorento 'Road. However, there is a daily traffic volume of approximately 3,000 vehicles
using these roads with 85% of the vehicles traveling at 46 mph or less.

A community meeting to discuss the closure was. held in March of 2000. followed by a
vote of city residents and county property owners in April 2000.. Another community
meeting was held May 2, 2001 to discuss the closure design and schedule, as well as
give an update on the Ueda Parkway Project.
:Ballot Results
A ballot-pr,ocess was conducted in April 2000 asking area residents and county property
owners if they favored or opposed the closure of East Levee Road. Of the ballots
mailed.to residents, 47% (or 65).were returned with valid votes cast. Of those, 77% (or
50) were in favor of the road closure and 23% (or 15) were opposed: Therefore, the
minimum NTMP. voting- requirement for. returned ballots-was met and the majority of
votes cast were in favor of closing East Levee Road.
Closure Plans
Closure plans for East Levee. Road have: been approved by the County of -S.acramento,
SAFCA, RD100.0 and. 'City staff: A turn-around area will be constructed on the south
side of the closure in the event that motorist do not ;see the signage: indicating that the
road is . closed ,ahead. The closure gates will be set ' back 65 , feet south of Elkhorn
Boulevard to accommodate the length of fire vehicles so that they can pull off of Elkhorn
Boulevard to open the gates. The Fire Department and RD100,0 will have keys to the
gate locks to access East Levee Road for maintenance-and emergency response
With council approval, the next.steps will be for SAFCA to approve the reimbursement.
agreement (scheduled for May 17, 2001), to obtain the Reclamation Board permit to
.close East Levee Road, put the construction contract out to bid, award the contract and
begin construction. It is anticipated that construction would be complete the end of
August 2001. However, the road will need to be closed at the beginning of construction,
which should begin August 1, 2001. The proper signage will be placed two weeks prior
to the start of construction to alert motorist of the closure 'date'.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The estimated cost for closing East Levee Road, which includes signage, gates and the
construction of a turn-around area, is $60,480. Funding will be provided by Capital*.
Improvement Project (CIP) TS39. (Valley View AcresNalema Farms NTMP) and from
SAFCA's`contribution of $30,000.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The Environmental Services Division has reviewed the project for compliance with the
requirements of, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The project is
determined to fall within the scope_ of,the Negative Declaration for the Ueda Parkway
Project adopted in 1999. The Adopted Negative Declaration adequately described the
effects of the proposed East .Levee. Road Closures. The, analyses and mitigation
measures in the Adopted Negative Declaration are reaffirmed.
An Addendum to the Negative Declaration- has been prepared describing the proposed
East _ Levee Road Closure and .. evaluating . the potential environmental effects 'of the
proposed project to the Ueda Parkway .Project. The Addendum defines the project
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description and justification for use of an Addendum pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines.
Therefore, it is recommended that the City. Council adopt the attached resolution
considering the Addendum to the Adopted Negative Declaration for the Ueda Parkway
Project, finding that this-document adequately.addresses the impacts of the project, and
finding that no subsequent environmental document is required. The findings are
shown as Attachment C.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:
This program meets the Council's priorities of Neighborhood Revitalization and
Enhancement and Public Safety:.
EMERGING AND SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS:
Any goods and services will be procured in accordance with established City policy.
Respectfully submitted;"

Respectfully submitted,

.Patrick Sanger

Parks Manager

Martin W. Hanneman
City Traffic Engineer

Approved by:

Approved by:

Don Murphy
Director of Parks & Recreation

.

Michael'
Director

shiwagi:
ublic,Works

EDIBY: '

ROBERT4P' THOMAS
City Manager
Attachments
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ATTACHMENT A

UEDA PARKWAY PROJECT
East Levee Road
Closure

Turn
Around-/
',Area!

11.5 MILES TO
NATOMAS BLVD

PROJECT ESTIMATE

Project Engineer - Zuhair Amawi
Description
Item
No.
Aggregate Base to Construct,

Crushed AC to Place
Guard Rail to ;Construct

Gate to Construct
Signs to Place -

Bollard to Install

Est.
Quantity :Unit
1,00 •TON
TON
'>50
160:;
LF
EA
EA
EA

% of const.
cost .

Other Costs
*Design
Contin gincies
Stakin & Ins pection
Environmental .,

$-.

Est;
Cost
55:00
30.00
25.00
2,000.00

ATTACHMENT 9'

Actual
Cost

-250.00
,150:00

Total Cost
$

20,000.00

$

3,080.00
5,000.00
$12,000.00

20%

$5,000.00

Permits
Subtotal of other costs
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

$

60,480.00

Design cost is high due to the coordinatioWtime involved in this project
The calculations are based on the assumption that the County of Sacramer
regulatory agency will not.require any additional improvements

Est.
Total
5,500.00
`.1,500.00

4,000.00
$

-2,000.00
1 2,250.00
150.00

Actual
Total--

` ATTACHMENT C
FINDINGSIntroduction
Pursuant to the California. Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources'Code Section
21000)(CEQA) and-Section 15153 of the CEQA Guidelines, the City has concluded that
the Negative Declaration for. the Ueda Parkway Project adequately describes the
environmental, effects of the Proposed Project. The Adopted, Negative Declaration was a
programmatic evaluation of potential environmental impacts resulting from the
implementation of the Ueda Parkway Project. This addendum to the Adopted Negative
Declaration provides a description of the proposed project and an evaluation of the
-potential differences in environmental impacts relative to what, was disclosed' in the
original Adopted Negative Declaration.
Relationship of the Proposed Project to the Ueda Parkway Negative Declaration
The - Ueda Parkway Negative Declaration. (CIP #HB16) examined the construction of
various recreational amenities as _ part of the Ueda Parkway. The primary amenities
.include paved and striped Class I bike trails, pedestrian'trails, unpaved equestrian trails;,
signage, traffic controls where; needed, picnic areas, restrooms and associated
improvements, a paved recreation trail on the east levee of the Natomas East Main
Drainage Canal (now known as "Steelhead Creek") and the .decommissioning - of the
East Levee Road. The, Parkway is located along the 'Steelhead Creek, lower Arcade
Creek, Robla Creek, and lower Dry Creek in the Natomas Basin from .the American
River to'the south -to Elkhorn Boulevard to the north. The proposed road closure at East
Levee Road and Elkhorn, Boulevard was included in.the original Ueda Parkway project
description and previously evaluated in the Negative Declaration.
It has been determined that implementation of the Proposed Project would not create
any new or additional significant environmental impacts that were not already evaluated'
in the Adopted Negative Declaration, nor would if increase the severity of any such
impacts. The addition of construction of a bulb turnaround on the west. side of East
Levee Road will not result in any'new impacts or any more severe impacts than those
previously evaluated and identified for -construction. of the recreational trails in the
original Ueda Parkway Project. As, a result, an addendum to the Adopted Negative
Declaration is prepared in accordance with State CEQA Guidelines 15164. Therefore,
no new findings with respect to the impacts of the proposed project are warranted. The
addendum summarizes the details and/or modifications to the Adopted Negative
Declaration.

Decision not to prepare a Subsequent Negative Declaration/Conclusion
CEQA Section 15162 requires the preparation of a Subsequent Negative Declaration
when substantial changes to a project will require revisions to a previous Negative
Declaration due to involvement of new. significant environmental effects, a substantial
increase in the severity of previously identified environmental effects, or new information
shows any of these conditions, including the identification'of new mitigation measures or
alternatives which would substantially lessen previously identified environmental effects,
but project proponents decline to adopt them.. Under:the proposed project, the'City has
decided that an Addendum ^ is appropriate to make the Negative Declaration for the Ueda Parkway Project adequate to, address the impacts of the East Levee Road
Closure Project. The adopted mitigation measures and impact. conclusions in the Ueda
Parkway Project remain unchanged..
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RESOLUTION NO. ZVADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL

OFFICE OF THE
CITY CLERK

ON DATE OF

RESOLUTION APPROVING THE CLOSURE OF EAST LEVEE ROAD

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO.:
WHEREAS, East Levee Road is a private road constructed and owned by Reclamation
District 1000 (RD1000); and
WHEREAS, the City. desires that East Levee Road be closed to through vehicular traffic
south of Elkhorn Boulevard, so that the road can safely be used as a bicycle/pedestrian
corridor as a component of the Ueda Parkway; and
WHEREAS, consistent with the goals and policies of the circulation element of the City's
general plan, such closure will ,reduce traffic and increase safety on East Levee Road
south of Elkhorn Boulevard, and will promote pedestrian and bicycle usage of the road
and the Ueda Parkway for transportation and recreation purposes; and
WHEREAS, RD1000 has agreed to the closure provided that access is maintained for
maintenance-.and emergency response purposes, and the City obtains,the necessary
approval and permit from the State Board of .Reclamation..
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE. CITY OF
SACRAMENTO:
1.

That, upon receipt of the necessary. approval and permit from the State Board of..
Reclamationl East Levee Road shall be closed approximately 65 feet south of
Elkhorn Boulevard as a component. of the Ueda Parkway. Project to provide an
alternate bicycle and pedestrian commute route.. RD1000 and the Fire Department
shall be provided keys to the closure gates to access East levee Road for
maintenance and emergency response.

FOR CITY-CLERK USE ONLY
RESOLUTION NO.:
DATE ADOPTED:

2.

That the City Manager is authorized to enter into a reimbursement agreement for
costs incurred in the closure of East Levee Road with Sacramento Area Flood
Control Agency.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY
RESOLUTION NO.:
DATE ADOPTED:
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RESOLUTION NO.
ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
ON DATE OF

RESOLUTION TO APPROVE THE ADDENDUM TO THE NEGATIVE
DECLARATION FOR THE UEDA PARKWAY PROJECT
(PN: TS39)

WHEREAS, the Environmental Coordinator has prepared an Addendum to the.
Negative Declaration adopted by the City Council in 1999 for the above project; and
WHEREAS, the City Council has considered the Addendum and the Negative
Declaration and determined that the environmental impacts of the proposed East Levee
road Closure Project.are within the scope of analysis contained in the Negative
Declaration and no new impacts have been identified; and
WHEREAS, the City Council conducted a public hearing on May 15, 2001, to
consider adopting the East Levee-Road Closure Project. Based on documentary and
oral evidence submitted at said public hearing, the City council hereby finds the
adoption of the East Levee Road Closure Project is consistent with the General Plan:_
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of
Sacramento that the Addendum to the Negative Declaration is approved.

MAYOR.'
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY
RESOLUTION NO.:
DATE ADOPTED:

-

-
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RESOLUTION NO.
ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
ON DATE OF

RESOLUTION APPROVING THE CLOSURE OF EAST LEVEE ROAD

BE IT RESOLVED' BY: THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF S.AC#AMENTO:
WHEREAS, East Levee Road is a private road-constructed/and owned by Reclamation
District 1000 (RD1000); and
WHEREAS, the City desires that East Levee Road be^iosed to through vehicular traffic
south of Elkhorn - Boulevard,'so that the road can safe)y be used as a bicycle/pedestrian,
corridor as a component of the Ueda Parkway; and
WHEREAS, consistent with the goals and policie of the circulation element of the City's
general plan, such closure will reduce traffic a d increase safety on East Levee Road
south of Elkhorn Boulevard, and will promote edestrian and bicycle usage of the,road
and the Ueda Parkway for transportation and ecreation purposes; and
WHEREAS, RD1000 has agreed to the. osure provided that access is maintained lor
maintenance and emergency response /purposes, and the City obtains the necessary
approval and permit from the State Bo d of Reclamation.,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT., RE LVED BY THE COUNCIL .OF THE CITY OF
SACRAMENTO:
That, upon receipt of the ecessary approval and permit from the State Board of
Reclamation, East Leve Road shall be closed approximately 65 feet south of
Elkhorn Boulevard as
component of the Ueda Parkway Project to. provide an
alternate bicycle and 'edestrian commute route. RD1000 and the Fire Department
shall be provided eys to the closure gates to access East levee Road for
maintenance and e, ergency response.

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY
RESOLUTION NO.:
DATE ADOPTED:

2.

That the City Manager is authorized to enter into a reimbursement agreement for
costs incurred in the closure of East Levee Road with Sacramento Area Flood

Control Agency.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

,/

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY
RESOLUTION NO.:
DATE ADOPTED:

10

RESOLUTION NO.

^

ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY CO NCIL
ON DATE OF
^

.

^

3

/
RESOLUTION TO APPROVE THE ADDENDUM TO THE NEGATIVE

DECLARATION FOR THE UEDA P4RKWAY PROJECT
(PN: TS39) ^

WHEREAS, the Environmental Coordinator has prepared an Addendum to the
Negative Declaration adopted by the City Council in 1999 for the above project; and
WHEREAS,. the City Council has conLered the Addendum and the Negative
Declaration and determined'that the envir 6ental impacts of the proposed East Levee
road Closure Project are within the scope of analysis contained in the Negative
Declaration and no new impacts have b en identified; and
WHEREAS, the City Council c^hducted a public hearing on May 15, 2001, to
consider adopting the East Levee R^d Closure Project. Based on documentary and
oral evidence submitted at said pub)(c hearing, the City council hereby finds the.
adoption of the East Levee Road Cosure Project is consistent with the General Plan.
NOW, THEREFORE BE.IJi" RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of
Sacramento that the Addendur^ to the Negative. Declaration is approved.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY

RESOLUTION NO.:
DATE ADOPTED:

^.^° IJ

ATTACHMENT A

UEDA PARKWAY PROJECT

:ELKHORN BLVD.

Turn..
Around
Area

Cr Ty oF+ SACRAMENTO
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o]Cth .NAt®mas Community AsSocIllatll®Il71

C/o 5010 Somennio Road, ^^^^aimengto, Cae 95835...

Ph-9]10-99]l>2]17.79 lFax-9110-9911m®9069 IC-Mail -® ^nato^nas
May 24, 2001
"Honorable Dave Jones
City Hall

915 I Street
Sacramento' Ca,. 95835

Subject:

June 5 Hearing on"Ueda Parkway/E. Levee-Road Ciosurw.Phase 1
Construction Plans:-

.H onorable, Council.Member -Jones:'
^ We have appreciated your numerous votes orother actions to support the'Ueda .
Parkway Plan: Our Board and community avidly support the, Ueda Parkway Plan's ^
Trails project. New and, old North Natomas residents recently joined together to-clean
Steelhead Creek as part of-the. annual creek week celebration. We intend to continue.
.to be good stewards of an area rich in resources and filled. with the promise of fun and

recreation.
Please vote as Council unanimously did on October 19, 199.9 to support the off-road
bicycle 'trail opportunity offered by the E. Levee Road Closure: We are concerned that
-;the road closure construction schedule is almost one year behind, and appreciate the...,
city's desire to proceed with a phased- closure plan., as permitted in the 10/19%99 _
approval. We are pleased that: .;.
The^City has received a letter from the County supporting this project;
RD'1000 has signed- off on the State Reclamation Board permit application; an
On September 10, 1967,the RD 1000 Board granted the necessary public
recreation access to,the Parkway pursuant to Resolution No."67-926.
The.Ueda Parkway. project and its road closure are consisted with:
The. North Natomas Community Plan;, .
The voter approved Valley View AcresNalema 'Farms traffic calming plan;
The Dry Creek Greenway. Plan and
The City of Sacramento's, Parks Master Plan.

Ueda Parkway benefits include:.
COST SAVINGS from:
►
►
►

►

^.
Reductions in the need for and cost of, trash and debris removal and graffiti
abatement;
Avoidance of vandalism to the SAFCA pump station and other flood control
infrastructure necessary for the safety of this community;
Increased efficiency of RD 1000's mowing and levee maintenance activities due
to the removal of substantial motor vehicle-traffic from the levee top as well as
mounds of Iarge.trash items that need to be removed during mowing operations;;
City and County road maintenance savings from elimination of motor vehicle
traffic from the shoulderless substandard Sorento Road, and the East,Levee
Costs to defend threatened litigation: by drivers who. blame their'automobile.
accidents on the condition of Sorento Road, . a road which
cannot be
,
.,
,_.adequately
repaired only reconstructed at a substantial cost to the city.'`Costs of repair,,to private.. property (fences, mailboxes, landscaping,, small sheds)
and .automobiles caused by serious-accidents on the levee and on S.orento

Road.
PUBLIC.HEALTH AND SAFETY.,*BENEFITS derived.from:

►
►

Providing enhanced flood hazard mitigation to residents of North Natomas
-through relief from interference with flood control response, and
Eliminating damage to. levee sides, and" roads from unauthorized motor vehicle
.
use, and, . ,
Avoiding levee compaction or other damage caused by heavy^.vehicle use durin
rainy seasons, and
Eliminating, the problem' of cars driving off the side of;the levee into the Water':
:during rainy periods and flood events;,:and
Minimizing: damage to the' SAFCA pumps, passagesland station, .the Main:
Avenue Bridge *and other structures caused by large debris that can only be
dumped by motor vehicle.
Saving lives and eliminating frequent automobile accidents on Sorento and the
E: Levee Road that are. causing substantial accident specific an& cumulative
damage to vehicles and, public and private property, as well as injuries to people,,
pets'and wildlife..
Eliminating the problem of cars driving off the side 'of the levee into 'back yards
and garages adjacent to the levee's,landside especially at 4830 and 5120 Tunis
Road, the locations of-multiple occurrences;
-Assistance with attainment of air quality improvement program objectives by
providing an all weather off-road bicycle commute opportunity; .
Assistance with attainment of local,, state and federal water quality.improvements .
by eliminating dumping,, promoting stewardship of the area's natural resources,

►
► .

and encouraging beneficial active and passive recreation and interpretive uses;
Preventing crime in Natomas and North Sacramento by increasing beneficial
public use of an underutilized City resource; and
Improving public health and quality of life by providing opportunities for
recreating and relaxing in a natural and quiet setting.

OPEN SPACE, WILDLIFE-AND RECREATION BENEFITS derived from:
The provision of a network of off road trails connecting the American River
Parkway with the Dry Creek, Sutter/Sacramento (Natomas), and Sacramento
River Greenways; (More than 130 miles .of continuous looped non motorized
access);
Providing vehicle free buffers for the Swainson's Hawk nesting. site near
Steelhead Creek;
Promoting stewardship of Steelhead and Dry Creeks to assist with plans to
enhance Steelhead and Salmon fisheries lo the benefit of the Sacramento River
watershed;
Minimizing unauthorized:'or non beneficial access-to SAFCA's and the parkway's
existing and future mitigation and restoration areas;
Opportunities for bicycling, picnicking, hiking and wildlife viewing in an area with few existing park amenities;
Irriproving,habitat for the-Parkway's-important or special status species in the
East Levee/Sorento area'such as the Western Pond-Turtle, Giant Garter Snake,.
White-Tailed Kite, Barn and Cliff Swallows, Tri=Colored Blackbird, Swainson's
Hawk, Herons and Egrets, Salmon, Steel head ,;Cormorants, Pelicans, Owls, and
other species;

PLEASE VOTE WITH US.ON'JUNE,S :

Barbara Graichen .; President .

,Thankyou:y-
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CITIZEN'S PETITION - NORTH ZIATOMAB COMMUNITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS
Because of nuisance and health and safety impacts upon area residents- and
road users, we the undersigned petition the City of sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East
Levee Roads.
These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas,
Community development and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
of development.
Specifically, we ask that.the city: place a three way stop
sign at the intersection.of Barros and Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorento and the East Levee Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road to
through traffic. between Elkhorn Boulevard and 8orento Road.

Name (print)

Address

I Sign.^tture

^^..
X*,^
Ie

CITIZENI S PETITION -PTORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN. AREA RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and' health and-'safety,, impacts, upon area residents' and road

users,
we the undersigned
petitionI _the City of Sacramento
to.
,
.
.
, to take action
.
..
,
resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East Levee,
Roads. -These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas Community , .
`development
and
will-,, be
significantly worsened
by
proposed levels of
development.

Speci-fically, we ask: that the city: place-a three wag .stop sign
at the intersection ofBarros andSorento•Roads; reduce speed limits on Sorento
and the East,Levee.Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road to through
traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard and Sorento Road.
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CITIZEN'S PETITION.

^G

6L^rJ

NORTH NATOIKAB COMMUNITY PLAN AREA. RESIDENT
. _

,

Because of nuisance. and health and safety impacts upon area residents and
road users, we the undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and. expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East
These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas
Levee Roads.
community development and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
Specifically, we ask that the city: place a three way stop
of development.
sign at the intersection of Barros and Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorento and the -East Levee Roads;:and consider closing the East Levee Road to
through traffic between Elkhorn boulevard and Sorento Road::

CIT:IZEN'.B,PTTITION

NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY. PLAN - AREA RESIDENTS

Because ."of, nuisance and health and ` safety-. impacts- upon area --resident's and
road users, we the undersigned petition the: City ,of Sacramento to take action
to `resolve existing* And expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East
Levee:Roads. , ^.'These problems have been wor,sened^by existing North Natomas
development and will-.be significantly,worsened-by proposed levels
Specifically, we ask that the city: place a three way stop
of development.
sign at, the intersection of Barros and Sorento Roads;-;reduce speed limits on
.Sorento and the East Levee Roads; and consider closing the'East Levee Road .to
through traffic, between Elkhorn. Boulevard and, Sorento Road'.

CITIZEN'S PETITION,,- NORTH"NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AREA. RESIDENTS

Because of- nuisance and health and safety impacts upon•'area residents and
road users, we the: 'under-signed petition the City of Sacramento', to. take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento and the-.East
Levee Roads.
Theseproblems have,. been worsened by :existing North Natomas
Community, development and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
of development.
specifically, we ask that the city' place a three way stop
sign at-the intersection of Barros and Sorento Roads; reduce, speed limits on

,Sorento..',and the East Levee Roads.; and consider closing the East Levee Road'to
°^through traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard and Sor.ent<
,
.. ..

_
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CITIZEN'S PETITION - NORTH NATOMA8COMMUNITY, PLAN AREA RESIDENTS

Because of ' nuisance . and health and .saf.ety , impacts' upon area '.,-residents and
road users,.. we the . undersigned 'petitiori the .,City of Sacramento to- take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East
These problems have been worsened by existing ' . North Natomas
Levee Roads..
Community deve.lopment.and , will be ^ignificantly. worsened by proposed levels
Specifically, we ask; that the city.:.-place a three way stop
of development.
sign at the intersection of Barros and Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorento and the East Levee Roads; and.consider closing the'East hevee Road to
through traffic between E1.khorn.;Boulevard and Sorento Road.
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CITIZEN'S 'PETITION - NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and health: and safety impacts upon. area. residents and
road.users, we the undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East
These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas
Levee Roads.
Community development and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
Specifically, we ask that thecityc, place athree way stop
of development.
.sign at the intersection ofBarros and Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on.
Sorento and the East Levee. Roads; and consider closing the. East Levee Road.. to
-through traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard. and Sorento Road.-

CITIZEN'S . PETITION

NORTH-JTATOMAS `COMXLfNITY PLAN AREA . RESIDEPTTB

Becauae of nuisance and health and safety. impacts upon. area residents and
road users, we the undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to :take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems alonq sorento and the East.
Levee Roads.
These. problems: have been worsened by existing North Natomas
Community development and will be significantly worsened by proposed- levels
of development.
spec3:fical.ly, we ask that the--city: place a three way stop
sign at the intersection of Barros and Sorento aoads; reduce speed limits on
the. East,-Levee Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road to.
Sorento and the
through trat►f
beta-ea Blkhorn: Bculevars' and 8orento 3toa
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CITIZEN'S PETITION - NORTH NATOMAff COKKUNITy PLAN AREA, RESIDENTS,
Because of nuisance and health and safety impacts upon, area residents and
road users, we the 'undersigned petition the City of Sacramento .to take action
to resolve existing. and expected traffic problems along 8orento and the East
Levee Roads.
These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomae
Community development and will-be significantly worsened bp proposed levels'
of ^levelopment.
Specifically, we ask that the city: place a three way stop

sign at the intersection of sarros and 8orento'Roads, 'reduce speed limits on

Borento
and ,.the East Levee
Roads; and consider, closi»g the East Levee Road to
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ana sorento Road.

CITIZEN'.S PETITION - NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN-AREA RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and.health and safety impacts upon-,-area residents and
road users, we the-undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East
Levee Roads.
These problems have been worsened by existing North' Natomas
Community development and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
of development.
Specifically,, we ask that the city: place a three way stop
sign at the' interse^ction of Barros and Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorento and the East Levee Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road to
through traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard and Sorento Road.` .

CITaS1+'.N'8 PETITION - NORTH NATONAB- COMMUNITY PLAN AREA
RESIDENTS.

Because. of nuisanc=e and -health and safety 'impacts upon area residents and
road users, we the undersigned petition the' City of Sacramento .to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems, along Borento and the Bast
Levee Roads.
These problems have been:vorsensd by existing North Natomas
Community development and will be significantly worsenod, by proposed levels
of developmant.
Specifically, we ask that the citya place a three way stop
sign at the intersection of Barros and Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on
sorento and the East Levee .Roads:, and coneider'closing-the East Levee Road to;
tbrouqh traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard and BorentoAoad.
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CITIZEN'S PETITION,--NORTH NATOMASCOAiMIINITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS

Because of
and road
. nuisance _and. health and• safety, iimpacts upon area residents
,
users, we° the undersigned petition the city of`-. Sacramento to take action to
.resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento and ,the East Levee
Roads.
These problems have.been worsened by.existing North Natomas Community
-development
and
be
will
sign,ificaritly
worsened-. by proposed levels of
development:

Specifically, we ask that the city:,.place

a three way stop sign

at the intersection ' of Barros'and
Sorento
' Roads; , reduce . speed limits on a Sor:ento
,
.
..
...
..
and the `East Levee Roads; and ^ consider 'closing the East- Levee Road to through,
traffic between Elkhorn. Boulevard' and Sorento, Road.,

Because of nuisance and health and :S&fety impacts' upon area " r'esidents' and road
users, we the undersigned .'petition.-the City .-of Sacramento to` take" action to

resolve existing.
and expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East':Levee
.
Roads.

These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas Com:nunity,

development and will be:_ significantly worsened by_. proposed levels' of,
S,pecifically, we. ask that the.',, city: place A.. three way stop sign
'development.
,
.
..
at:the intersection of Barros and Sorento.Roads; reduce speed limits on Sorento
,and theSast Levee Roads;,and::consider closing the 8ast Levee:-Road to through

traffic . between.,; Elkhorn Bouleva

CITIZEN'S PETITION -. NORTH NATOMAS°COMMUNITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and health and safety impacts upon area, residents and road
users, we the, -undersigned.petition the City of Sacramento to take action to
resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sor.ento,and the East Levee
Roads.

These problems have been worsened by'existing North-Natomas Community

development
.development.

and

will

be

significantly

worsened

by proposed levels of

specifically,'we ask that the ;city: place a three way stop sign

at the intersection of Barros'and,Sor'ento-Roads.; reduce speed limits on Sorento
and the East-Levee Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road to`throuqh

traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard and Sorento Road.

.Name (print)-,

Address
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Y
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PETITION - NORTH , NATOXA8. COMHIINITYPLAN AREA RESIDENTS
CITIZENS .PETITION
Because of nuisance and health and safety , impacts- upon area residents .and
road users, we the undersigned petition . the, City of Sacramento to 'take action
to resolve ' existing and expected traffic problems,along'Sorento and the East
These problems have beenworsened by`existiaq North Natomas
Levee Roads.
Community development and will be significantly .worsened by proposed levels.
Specifically, we.ask-that the city:. place, a'three way stop
of development.
sign at the intersection of Sarros, and 8orento Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorepto and the East Levee Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road. to
;..
.
through traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard and.8orento Road.

Name (print)
1.

5.

Address.

Signature

CITIZEN'S PETITION - NORTH NATOMAB,COI!SMUNITYPLAN AREA RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and :health and safety impacts upon: area residents and road
users, we,the undersigned

petition the City of Sacramento., to,take action to

resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento,-and the East Levee
These problems have been'worsenedby existing North Natomas Community,

Roads.

development
development.

and

will

be significantly-

worsened

by, proposed. levels of

Specifically, we ask that-the city: place a-three way stop sign

at the intersection ofBarros.and Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on Sorento
andthe East Levee Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road to ,through
traffic between, Elkhorn Boulevard^and SorentoFRoad.

Name (print

°Address^
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NORTH NATOMAS. COMMUNITY, PLAN AREA -RESIDENTS.

Because of nuisance and health and safety`impact s:upon.area residents and-road,_
users, ^ we"the undersigned^ petition'. the City of 5acramento to take action-- to'
resolve existing and . expected: traffic problems along: Sorento and the East Levee
Roads-.
These problems have been, worsened by:existing`North Natomas Community'
development

and

will

be

sign'ificantly ,:worsened

by. -proposed, levels of

development : .'-,Specrfical].y, , we ask- that, the city. pla;ce,,a. °,three<
. . way
.,. stop sign

,_

at-the intersection of Barros and Soirento',,Roads;.reduce"speed._limits`on Sorento
Arid the' East Levee'Roads; and'consider'closingthe East Levee.`Roadto.througli'

}, tr"affic ^between Elkhorn Boulevard and Sorento Road.
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CITIZEPTPS PETITION.- NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and health and safety impacts upon area residents and road
users, we the undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to take action to
resolve existing and expected traffic problems alonq.Sorento and the East Levee
These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas Community
Roads.
development
development.

and

will

be

significantly

worsened by proposed. levels of

Specifically, we ask that the city:-place a three way stop sign

at the intersection of Barros and Sorento Roads;,I reduce speed limits on Sorento
and,the East Levee Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road'to through,
traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard and Sorento Road.:

Name.. (pr_int)

,Signature

5.
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CITIZEN"6 -PETITION - NORTH NATOMAS C0MKU*ITYPLAN'AREA RESIDENTS'

Because of nuisance and health and safety impacts upon area .resideats- and
road users, we the undersigned petition theCity .of Sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Borento and the. East
Levee Roads., '. These problems have 'been .:alorssned by existing-. North Natomas,
Commuaity deelopment and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
of development. -Specifically,'we ask that the citys-place.a three way stop
.sign at the intersection of Barros and Sorento Roads; reduce speed .limits an
-Sorento'and'the East Levee, Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road to ..
through traffic between Elkhorn Houlevard and.Borento Road.

CITfiZZENIS PETITION - NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS
Because of nuisance andhealth and safety impacts upon area - residents and
road users, we the undersigned petition the city of Sacramento,to take action
to resolve existing and, expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East
Levee Roads.., These problems have been worsened' by existing North. Natomas
Community development and will be signifa.cantly worsened by proposed levels
Specifically, we ask that. the city: place a three way stop
of development.
sign at the intersection of Barros and sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorento and the East Levee Roads; and consider-closing the East Levee Road to
through traff ic between Elkhorn Boulevard and Sorento Road.

CITIZEN'S PETITION - NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN'AREA RESIDENTS
Because of nuisance, and-'health and safety impacts; upon i area- residents and
road users, we the undersigned petition the. City of Sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along.Sorento and the East
Levee Roads.. These. prOblems. have been worsened by existing. North.•Natomas`
Communi'ty development and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
of` development.-- .; specifically, we ask that-the c,ity:, place a three way stop
sign at the intersection Of Barros and Sorento. Roads; reduce'.speed' liinits. on
Sorento and-the East Levee Roads; and consider closing.the East Levee-Road to.
throuqh traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard and Sorento Road..

_Name _^{pr'int}'

sigrnature

rArmd
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S.PETITION

^
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NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS

Because
of nuisance and health, -and safetg: impacts upon area residents. and' road.""
u
sers, we the undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to-:take action `to'
:..
.
resolve" existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento `and the East Levee
These problems have been worsened by exis.ting
North.Natomas Community
Roads..
.
., .
:
.
,
be 'significantly worsened^_.by• proposed levels of.:
will
development
and
Specifically, we ask that the city: place a three. way stop
sign
..development.
,..
,
.
.
at the.intersection of Barros and Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on 8orentoarad the-East Levee Roads; and.consider closing the East Levee Road to.-through
trafiic.betueer.Elkhorn Boulevard and Sorento Road.

Name
1.

print)
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CITIZEN'S PETITION - NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and health and safety impacts- upon area residents and
road users, we the undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East
These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas
Levee Roads.,
Community development and will be significantly worsened by proposed.levels
Specifically, we ask that the city: place:a three way.stop
of development.
^si.gn at. the intersection, of Barros and Sorento Roads; reduce, speed limits on
Sorento and the East Levee Roads; and consider closing the. East Levee Road to

through traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard. and Sorento Road.

CITIZEIdIS. PETITION -..WORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AREA

RESIDENTS

Because of ' nuisance -and health and safety impacts upon area' :residents and
roid users ,° we the undersined
q
petition the City of Sacramento. to take.:action
to -resolve existing and epected. traffic problems along Sorento and the East
Levee Roads.^ These problems have been worsenedby existing North Natomas
Community. development. and will,-be significantly worsened by proposed levels
of development. . Specifically,,,. we ask that the city: place a three way stop
sign at the intersection of Barros and sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorento and the East Levee Roads; and consider-closinq,the East Levee Road to.,
through 'traffic between, Elkhorn Boulevard and Sorento Road.

CITIZEN'S PETITION - NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and 'health and safety impacts upon area residents and
road users, we the, undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic-problems along sorento and the East
These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas
.Levee Roads.
Community development and will. be significantly worsened by proposed levels
Specifically, we ask that the city: place a three way stop
of development.
sign at the intersection of Barros and.Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorento and the East Levee Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road to
through ..traffid between Elkhorn Boulevard and sorento Road.

Name

(print)
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CITIZEN' S PETITION - NORTH NATONAS CONNtJNITY PLAN - AREA RESIDENTS
Because of nuisance and health and safety impacts upon area residents and
road users, we -the undersiqned petition the City, of Sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East
These problems have been worsened .by existing north Natomas
Levee Roads.
Community development and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
Specifically, we ask that the city: place a three way stop
of development.
sign at the intersection of Barr-os^and Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorento and the East Levee Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road to
through traffic between Elkhorn. Boulevard and Sorerito Road^.

CITIZ18N'8 PETITION

Xt)RT$ NATOIiAB C4NNEINITY PLM AREA. RSBZDMITs

Because of nuisance and health and safety isnpaats upon a rea,
road e^sers, we the undarsigned ^tition the City of Sacramento residents and,
to take action
to resolve existing and expected ' traffic problems along Sorsato
and the past
Levee R.osds.
These prob3ans have been worsened by existing North
'
Com=ity ' development and ril], be significantly worsaaeti by proposedi'atomas
levels
of, development. apeaiTioaL^iy, we ask that the city:
place
a
three
way
stop
sign at the intersection of Barros and soranto 'toads ; reduce ape"
liuits
on
sor®nto and the East 7Gstrta Roada; and consider closing the
-Nast
Levee
Road
to
through traffic between itllChorn HoUiward
and sorento Itoad.

CITIZEN'S PETITION - NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AREA, RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and 'health and safety impacts upon area residents and
road users, we the undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to take action
,.to resolve existing and- expected traffic problems along Sorento and the East
These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas
Levee Roads.
Community development and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
Specifically,^ we ask that the city: place a three way stop
of development.
sign at the intersection of 'Bairkos and Sorento Roads; reduce speed' limits on
Sorento and the East Levee' Roads; and consider closing the East Levee Road to
through traffic between Elkhorn Boulevard and Sorento Road.

Name (print)

Signature.

Address
5030, CAREY ROAD1SAC.CAT,.
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CITIZEN'S PETITION - NORTH BdATaMAB CC}I+IIHtTNITY PLAN AREA REBIDENTS
Because'-of nuisance and health and safety impacts upon area residents and
road users, we the undersigned petition the, City of Sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along eorento and the Bast
Levee Roads.
These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas
community development and will bemignificantly worsened by proposed levels
of development.
Specifically, we ask that the city: place a three way ntop
sign at the intersection of, Barros and 8orento Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorento and the East Levee 3toads; and consider closing the Bast Levee Road to,
through traffic between Slkhorn. Boulevard. and Sorento Road.

CITIZEN'S PETITION - NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and health and safety impacts upon area residents and
road users, we the undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to take action
to resolve existing and expected traffic problems along Sorento and the. East
These problems have been worsened by existing North Natomas
Levee Roads.Community development and will, be significantly worsened by proposed levels
Specifically, we ask that the city: place a three way stop
of development.
sign at the intersection of Barros and Sorento Roads; reduce speed limits on.
Sorento, and the East Levee Roads; and consider closing the East Levee-Road to,,
through'. traffic between Elkhorn. Boulevard and Sorento Road.
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Heather Fargo
Councilwoman
City of Sacramento
9151 Street
Sacramento, Ca. 95814

July 21.1999

Dear Ms.. Fargo:.:
1, Landon Lemmon signed a petition against-the closure of East Levee Rd in May or
June of this year. .I. misunderstood the issue presented at. the time. I am in favor of the
closure of East Levee. Rd. My street has become unsafe because of commuters racing up
and down our streets.

CITIZEN'S.PETITION'

NORTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN.AREA RESIDENTS

Because of nuisance and health and'safety impacts upon area -residents and
road users, we the undersigned petition the City of Sacramento to.-take action
to resolve existing
and expected traffic, problems.along Sorento and the East
,
ese problems have been, worsened by existing North Natomas
Levee Roads.
-Community develop ent and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
cifically, we ask that the city: place a three way stop
S
of development.
sign,at, the 'intersection of Barros -and Sorento-Roads; reduce speed limits on
Sorento;.and the East Levee Roads;. and consider closing the East Levee Road to
through traffic between,E
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Because of nuisance and, health and safety Impacts upon area residents aal^
road vs^s, we the nnaeroignee petition the City of Sacramento to take action
.to resolve existing and expected ,traflic problem along .sorsnto and the aaat
Love* loads.
These problems have bias worsened by osisting Worth Natonae
Coamvtnity deaeloWeent and will be significantly worsened by proposed levels
of dsvelopmcnt.
Specifically,, we ask that the citys glsas a three way stop.
sign at the intersection of Barros and noranto boads; reduce speed limits on
®oreato and the Bast Levee Roada^ and consider closing the Bast Levee Road to
through traflio bstroen 1^2]ch ornHoulavard and sorento Road.

LAT'S PETITION; - NORTH NATOMAB COMMUNITY PLAN AREA RESIDENTS.
,...oisanae and bealth
and
$agety impacts upon' area resident
-8. We the undersfqne d
•
s and
petation.tne City of Sacramento to
..do,ive existing and expected
take
action
traffic
•ve® Roads.
s bionq 8or®n to
at and
These problems have
East
been worsened by existing
orth the
Community development and will be significantly
Natomae
xorsened D
Of deveYoPbcntSpecifically, we ask that the cit .s p lace p proposed levels
sign at the intersection Of Harros
a
Sorento and the
and 8orento Roads;,reduas speed way stop
East Levee Roads; and
consider closing the East Lev
Lsv
through traffic between 111khorn. Boulevard
ee Road to'*
and 8orento A^.UA_

Name(Print)

lAddress

